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Abstract
We propose a model of inflation capable of generating a population of light black holes (about
10−16 – 10−14 solar masses) that might account for a significant fraction of the dark matter in
the Universe. The effective potential of the model features an approximate inflection point arising
from two-loop order logarithmic corrections in well-motivated and perturbative particle physics
examples. This feature decelerates the inflaton before the end of inflation, enhancing the primordial
spectrum of scalar fluctuations and triggering efficient black hole production with a peaked mass
distribution. At larger field values, inflation occurs thanks to a generic small coupling between the
inflaton and the curvature of spacetime. We compute accurately the peak mass and abundance
of the primordial black holes using the Press-Schechter and Mukhanov-Sasaki formalisms, showing
that the slow-roll approximation fails to reproduce the correct results by orders of magnitude. We
study as well a qualitatively similar implementation of the idea, where the approximate inflection
point is due to competing terms in a generic polynomial potential. In both models, requiring a
significant part of the dark matter abundance to be in the form of black holes implies a small blue
scalar tilt with a sizable negative running and a tensor spectrum that may be detected by the
next-generation probes of the cosmic microwave background. We also comment on previous works
on the topic.
E-mail addresses: guillermo.ballesteros@cea.fr, m.taoso@csic.es
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1 Introduction
Soon after the first detection of gravitational waves (GW) emitted by a binary black hole (BH)
merger [1], the possibility that BHs could constitute a significant amount of the Universe’s dark
matter (DM) started to regain attention swiftly. The three detections of this kind of event that
have been reported so far by the LIGO Scientific Collaboration [1–3] already suggest the existence
of a large population of BHs with masses of the order of a few tens of M (1.99× 1033 g). These
values of mass1 have fuelled the (old) idea [10–12] that long-lived BHs could have been produced
during the very early stages of the life of the Universe, see [13–16]. In particular, these (primordial)
black holes (PBHs) might have originated from large cosmological fluctuations produced during
inflation. As the characteristic comoving wavelength, k, of such large primordial fluctuations
becomes comparable to the Hubble scale (after inflation ends) they would collapse to produce
BHs. These would then behave as non-baryonic cold DM throughout the subsequent evolution of
the Universe.
The mass of each of the PBHs that are born in this way is inversely proportional to k2,
M(k) ' 5 γ × 1018
(
k
7× 1013 Mpc−1
)−2
g , (1.1)
where γ is a constant that models the efficiency of the process and can be analytically estimated
to be around 0.2 [29]. Given that inflation scans through all the range of scales that are observable
today, an interval of masses which spans many orders of magnitude is a priori possible for PBHs
contributing to DM. However, multiple bounds exist on this large range. The current situation is
shown in figure 1, assuming a monochromatic mass spectrum, appropriate for the very narrow mass
distributions that we will consider later.2 We emphasize that all the bounds come with various
1Large (> 30M) BH masses are often said to be somewhat higher than those that were expected to be detected
first by LIGO according standard formation scenarios [4]. See however [5–9].
2For extended mass functions the allowed parameter space for PBHs appears to shrink further [30], although
studies tailored to the various constraints separately are still needed.
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Figure 1. Fractional abundance of PBHs for the first example in table 1 (red curve) and observational
bounds (for a monochromatic mass spectrum). The constraints are from measurements of the extragalac-
tic gamma-ray background [17], femtolensing of gamma-ray bursts (Femto) [18], white dwarfs explosion
(WD) [19], neutron star capture (NS) [20], microlensing from Subaru (HSC) [21] and EROS/MACHO [22],
wide binaries observations (WB) [23], dynamical heating of ultra-faint dwarf galaxies (UFD) [24, 25] (we
have taken the solid black line in figure 4 of [24]), CMB measurements [26, 27] and radio and X-rays ob-
servations [28]. The solid (dashed) line shows the constraints from HSC taking into account (neglecting)
the effects of finite source size on the event rate of microlensing (see figure 25 in [21]). For the (orange)
constraints from CMB anisotropies we also show conservative (solid) and stronger (dashed) bounds (see
figure 14 from [26]). The magenta lines refer to the CMB constraints derived in [27] assuming that PBHs
form with an accretion disk (dashed and dotted lines refer respectively to the blue and red areas in their
figure 4).
degrees of uncertainty, related in some cases to assumptions about the astrophysical parameters
involved in deriving each of them. The bounds that are particularly sensitive to astrophysical
uncertainties have been indicated in the plot with dashed/dotted lines.
The vast range of possible PBH masses is limited from below due to Hawking radiation, since
very light PBHs (. 10−17M) would have entirely evaporated by now [31]. At the large-mass end,
several upper bounds on PBHs as DM exist. Specifically, the dynamics of a star cluster in Eridanus
II [24] and stars in other dwarf galaxies [25] disfavour the possibility that the DM of the Universe
could be in the form of BHs of a few tens ofM. The same mass range is also constrained by radio
and X-ray obsrvations, since emissions in these frequencies would be produced by the accretion of
interstellar gas onto the PBHs [28]. A severe upper bound comes from the non-observation of BH
accretion effects on the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB); see [32] for an early analysis. This
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was used in late 2016 to exclude PBHs of masses & 102M as the main component of the DM [26].
Shortly after, it was argued in [33] (using the same radial accretion modelling as in [32]) that PBH
DM with masses above 5M is disfavoured. Moreover, it has been pointed out very recently that
if the gravitational collapse leading to PBHs occurs via an accretion disk (instead of respecting
spherical symmetry), the CMB implies that PBHs more massive than 2M cannot be the dominant
component of the DM [27]. Finally, the authors of [34] have performed a study of gravitational
microlensing using lensed images of 24 quasars. The quasar microlensing events that they have
identified are shown to be well fitted by a (monochromatic) distribution of compact objects in
the lens galaxies with masses (in the approximate range of 0.05M–0.45M) and mass fraction in
agreement with the expected values for the stellar component. This has lead them to conclude that
the the possibility of the DM being constituted by PBH with masses higher than 10M is highly
unlikely. Clearly, a conservative interpretation of the cosmological and astrophysical observations is
required in order to make the case that a sizable fraction of the DM abundance could be explained
by PBH of large mass. In this respect, it would be very important to complement and extend with
new data the constraints from quasar microlensing [34], quantifying the amount of PBH DM that
they allow in that range. Further studies on the constraining power of the CMB would also be
helpful.
There is however a different mass window (around ∼ 10−16.5–10−13M) for which a significant
fraction of the DM (perhaps most or even all of it in the range ∼ 10−14− 10−13M) might be due
to PBHs. The limits that are currently available in the literature for these PBHs come from neu-
tron star capture in globular clusters (NS) [20], white dwarfs explosions (WD) [19], femtolensing
of gamma-ray bursts (Femto) [18] and microlensing from Subaru (HSC) [21]. Taken at face value,
these bounds imply that monochromatic PBHs in this range can account at most for O(10)% of
the DM content. However, some of the astrophysical bounds constraining this region are arguably
more uncertain than those cutting the large-mass end, such as the CMB ones. In particular, con-
cerning the HSC constraints, since the Schwarzschild radii for light (. 10−10 M) PBHs becomes
comparable or smaller than the wavelength of the HSC r-band filter, the corresponding wave-effect
is expected to weaken the constraints for those masses (once it is computed, see the discussion
in [21]). If the NS and WD bounds could also be relaxed (which in principle is possible given the
astrophysical uncertainties), PBHs of ∼ 10−14 − 10−13M might be able to explain the totality of
the DM. Although this low-mass region is not directly relevant for the recent LIGO detections of
binary BH mergers, it is nonetheless important. This is not only due to the uncertainties in the
bounds, but also because no known astrophysical mechanism can produce BHs so small.3 There-
fore, postulating an alternative origin (such as primordial inflationary fluctuations) is necessary if
such objects are to be considered a possible, even subdominant, DM candidate.
In this paper we investigate the extent to which single field models of inflation can produce a
sizable amount of PBHs that is interesting as a possible candidate for DM. As mentioned above,
the mass of the individual PBHs that are produced after inflation depends on the time at which the
large fluctuations that seed their formation cross the Hubble scale. The times of Hubble crossing
for a comoving mode of wavenumber k are determined by the equation k = H ≡ a˙/a, where a is the
scale factor of the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric of the Universe and H is
the Hubble function defined with respect to conformal time. In the standard framework of inflation
3It is worth putting in perspective the size of BHs of such small masses. The Schwarzschild radius of a BH is
proportional to its mass. Knowing that it is about 3 km for a ∼M BH, the typical scale of such a PBH candidate
for DM is roughly between 0.1 Å and 1 Å, which is comparable to the size of the lightest atoms such as Hydrogen
and Oxygen.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the kind of inflationary potential required to fit the CMB data,
produce PBHs and reheat the Universe after inflation.
this happens twice for each k-mode; first during inflation itself, when H = H/a is approximately
constant; and then after the end of it, when H−1 grows in the subsequent epochs. In the usual
single field slow-roll framework, the cosmological perturbations of wavenumber k generated during
inflation remain essentially constant in between these two crossing times, with an amplitude, As,
that is approximately given by4
As =
1
24pi2M2P
V
V
, where V =
M2P
2
(
V ′
V
)2
, (1.2)
V and V ′ are the inflationary potential and its first derivative and MP = 1/
√
8piG = 2.8435 ×
1018 GeV is the reduced Planck mass. Therefore, the mass of the PBHs is determined by the
dynamics of the Universe during inflation and can be linked to the number of e-folds of expansion
elapsed since the largest observable distance today became equal to H−1 during inflation.
The CMB constrains As to be of the order of 10−9 at those scales, whereas the values required
for creating PBHs are much larger, typically As ∼ 10−3–10−2. If we assume that the potential
V is nearly constant during inflation (which is indeed the case in standard slow-roll, leading to a
quasi-de Sitter universe), the expression (1.2) tells that the required enhancement of As may be
achieved by significantly reducing the value of the slow-roll parameter V . Since this parameter
quantifies the flatness of the potential, PBHs are produced provided that the rolling field encounters
a sufficiently flat region of the potential during the course of inflation, which generates a peak in
the spectrum of primordial fluctuations. To the best of our knowledge, this idea was first proposed
in [35], where it was pointed out that a single-field inflationary potential that produces a PBH
population capable of accounting for the DM must feature a near-inflection point.
A renormalizable potential that can have an inflection point is (see e.g. [36,37]):
V (φ) = a2 φ
2 + a3 φ
3 + a4 φ
4 , (1.3)
4We will later show that this approximation cannot be safely used in the cases of interest, and we will indeed
require a more accurate expression. However, it is sufficient to illustrate well the point we want to convey now.
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where the ai can be considered constant. This potential vanishes at its absolute minimum in φ = 0,
in agreement with the fact that the current cosmological constant is negligible in comparison with
the energy density stored in the potential during inflation. A different possibility sharing these two
features is a potential of the form [38]:
V (φ) =
λ0
4!
(
1 + q1 log
φ2
φ20
+ q2
(
log
φ2
φ20
)2
+ · · ·
)
φ4 , (1.4)
which describes radiative corrections to a renormalizable potential for large field values. In this
case, λ0, φ0 and the qi are assumed to be constants. Both types of potentials can be shown to be
consistent with the current CMB constraints and to solve the horizon and flatness problems; see in
particular [38]. If their parameters are chosen adequately, these potentials can be sufficiently flat to
reduce the amount of primordial gravitational waves with respect to the prediction of V (φ) ∝ φ4,
which is now ruled out by CMB data due to the strong Planck+BICEP2 constraint on the tensor-
to-scalar ratio [39]:
r < 0.07 at k = 0.05 Mpc−1 and 95% C.L. (1.5)
The plateaus that these potentials can feature may instead be suitably engineered to generate
PBHs, but in that case they do not fit the CMB data. This is because at large field values, away
from the plateau involved in the PBH formation mechanism, the potentials (1.3) and (1.4) grow as
φ4 and (log φ)2 φ4, respectively, causing an overproduction of primordial GW, which violates the
upper bound (1.5).
One could conjecture that the difficulty to obtain both PBHs and successful inflation could be
surmounted by introducing a direct coupling between the scalar field φ and the curvature scalar
R. For example, it is well-known that a φ4 potential leads to an asymptotic plateau at large field
values –after redefining adequately the spacetime metric and the inflaton– if the field φ is coupled
to R through a term of the form φ2R [40]. It might then be possible to generate PBHs and
satisfy all the CMB constraints and obtain a sufficient amount of inflation from a potential such
as (1.3) or (1.4) by including a non-negligible non-minimal coupling between φ and R. After the
appropriate field redefinitions, a potential with the required characteristics should schematically
look like the one that is shown in figure 2. The potential must be sufficiently flat for large values
of the field (where the primordial spectrum observed with the CMB is generated) to satisfy the
constraint (1.5). It must also have an approximate plateau at smaller field values (corresponding
to larger values of k) to produce PBHs and, also, a minimum with V = 0 to reheat the Universe
after inflation ends. In this paper we explore if the PBHs produced by these models can be in
the adequate mass range and have a sufficient abundance to constitute the DM of the Universe.
We find that imposing the Planck CMB constraints and requiring a reasonable number of e-folds
of inflation, these models can generate a population of PBHs that falls in the low-mass window
(∼ 10−16.5–10−13M) that is potentially interesting for DM.
Before concluding this section let us mention that a toy potential with the qualitative features
of figure 2 was recently put forward in [41]. That potential is a ratio of polynomials which appears
difficult to justify in an effective quantum field theory. We focus instead on standard renormalizable
potentials (that grow as φ4 for large field values) and we emphasise the role of the non-minimal
coupling to gravity to generate the inflationary plateau. We will comment further on that model
in Section 6. Besides, in reference [42] a particular case of the potential (1.4) (corresponding to
q1 = 0) with non-minimal coupling to R has been explored recently. We will comment on it at the
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end of Section 5. Aside from the differences in the models themselves, our work goes beyond those
analysis in the way we compute the primordial spectrum, for which we use the Mukhanov-Sasaki
formalism [43,44].
In the next section we review the relevant formulae for the calculation of the mass and abun-
dance of PBHs from the primordial spectrum of perturbations generated by inflation. In Section 3
we describe the inflationary set-up that we explore and provide the details of the method that we
use to compute the spectrum of primordial perturbations. In Section 4 we list the requirements
that a model must satisfy for successful inflation and generating PBHs that may account for the
DM of the Universe. In that section we also describe the strategy we follow to look for such models.
Then, in Sections 5 and 6 we discuss our results for the potentials (1.4) and (1.3), respectively. We
present our conclusions in Section 7.
2 Primordial black hole production
PBHs are formed when H becomes comparable to the wavelength of a sufficiently large primordial
density fluctuation, after inflation. Their mass (M) is assumed to be directly proportional to the
mass inside one Hubble volume at that time:
M = γMH = γ
4
3
piρH−3 , (2.1)
where the factor γ depends on the details of the gravitational collapse. The precise relation between
M and MH is uncertain. Here we take γ = 0.2, as suggested by the analytical model described
in [29] for PBHs formed during the radiation era, which is the situation we assume in what follows.
The relation between the comoving wavenumber, k, and the mass of the corresponding PBHs can
be obtained using the conservation of entropy, d(gs(T )T 3 a3)/dt = 0, and the scaling of the energy
density, ρ ∝ g(T )T 4, with the temperature, T , during the radiation era:
M = γMH(eq)
(
g(Tf )
g(Teq)
)1/2( gs(Tf )
gs(Teq)
)−2/3( k
keq
)−2
, (2.2)
where g(T ) and gs(T ) are the effective number of degrees of freedom in the radiation and the
entropy densities, respectively; and the subscripts eq and f refer to the times of matter-radiation
equality and PBH formation. The quantity MH(eq) = 4piρeqH−3eq /3 is the horizon mass at equality.
Assuming g(T ) = gs(T ), which for our purposes is a good approximation even beyond electron-
positron annihilation, one gets:
M = 1018 g
( γ
0.2
)( g(Tf )
106.75
)−1/6( k
7× 1013 Mpc−1
)−2
, (2.3)
where we have used that g(Teq) = 3.38, keq = 0.07 Ωm h2 Mpc−1 and we have written the result in
terms of the Standard Model (SM) number of relativistic degrees of freedom deep in the radiation
era, g(T ) = 106.75. Assuming the particle content of the SM, this expression then reduces to the
formula (1.1) of the Introduction.
In the context of the Press-Schechter model of gravitational collapse [45], the mass fraction in
PBHs of mass M , which we denote β(M), is given by the probability that the overdensity δ is
above a certain threshold for collapse δc. Assuming that δ is a random gaussian variable with mass-
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(i.e. scale-) dependent variance, we have:
β(M) =
1√
2piσ2(M)
∫ ∞
δc
dδ exp
( −δ2
2σ2(M)
)
. (2.4)
The shape of the probability distribution of δ(k) and the value of β(M) (for a given δc) are
uniquely determined by the variance σ2(M), which we assume to be the coarse-grained variance
of the density contrast smoothed on a scale R = 1/k. For radiation domination this is given by:
σ2(M(k)) =
∫
dq
q
Pδ(q)W (qR)2 = 16
81
∫
dq
q
(qR)4 PR(q)W (qR)2 , (2.5)
where PR and Pδ are the dimensionless power spectra of the primordial comoving curvature per-
turbations and density fluctuations, respectively; see e.g. [46] and [47]. For the smoothing window
function we take for convenience a Gaussian: W (x) = exp(−x2/2), although other choices are
possible and β(M) should only be weakly dependent on them.
Finally, the present abundance of PBHs is:5
ΩPBH =
∫
dM
M
ΩPBH(M) , (2.6)
with [48]
ΩPBH(M)
ΩDM
=
β(M)
8× 10−16
( γ
0.2
)3/2( g(Tf )
106.75
)−1/4( M
1018 g
)−1/2
(2.7)
and the total cold DM abundance is ΩDM ' 0.26 [49].
As it can be noticed from equation (2.4), the mass fraction of PBHs is exponentially sensitive
to the critical density for collapse δc. In other words, small variations of δc or PR imply dramatic
changes in the present abundance of PBHs. During radiation domination, the most recent analyses
suggest δc ' 0.45 [50–53]. For this value, PBHs can account for an O(1) fraction of the dark matter
content of the Universe only if the primordial power spectrum of curvature fluctuations is enhanced
at the scale of the PBHs to be around PR ' 10−2.6 As we mentioned in the Introduction, this is
about seven orders of magnitudes larger than that at the CMB scale PR ' 10−9. In the coming
sections we will discuss in quantitative detail how such a feature can arise in well-motivated models
of single-field inflation.
Before proceeding with that, it is useful to relate the PBH mass (2.3) to the amount of expansion
that the Universe undergoes during inflation in between the time that some fiducial scale k∗ exited
the Hubble radius and the time of exit for the scale of PBH formation. In order to do so, we assume
that the Hubble scale during inflation, HI , is approximately constant. The amount of expansion
we want to quantify is then
∆N∗e = log
ak
a∗
= log
akHI
k∗
= log
af Hf
k∗
, (2.8)
where the subscript k indicates the time (during inflation) at which k = aH = H. Assuming,
as before, that the number of effective degrees of freedom in the entropy and energy densities are
5This ignores the effects of evaporation (which certainly can be neglected for the masses of interest), mass
accretion and PBH merging.
6This value can be lower if the primordial spectrum is sufficiently non-Gaussian.
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equal, we find that [54]:
∆N∗e = −
1
2
log
M
M
+
1
2
log γ +
1
12
log
g(T )
106.75
+
1
2
log
4.4× 1024 ΩrH20
k2∗
, (2.9)
where the radiation density is Ωr h2 = 4.18 × 10−5 and H0 ' 0.0007 Mpc−1. Choosing for
concreteness k∗ = k0.05 = 0.05 Mpc−1, which is the reference scale used by the Planck collaboration,
we finally get:
∆N∗e = 18.37−
1
2
log
M
M
. (2.10)
For instance, PBHs with mass M = 10−14M are associated to a comoving scale k−1 which
becomes larger than H−1 approximately 34.5 e-folds after k0.05 does it.
3 Inflation and the spectrum of primordial perturbations
We consider a real scalar field coupled to gravity in the so-called Jordan frame:
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
−1
2
(
M2P + ξ φ
2
)
R+
1
2
gµν ∂
µφ∂νφ− V (φ)
)
. (3.1)
We will later choose V to be equal to either (1.3) or (1.4), but we keep it generic for the moment.
It is worth recalling that the coupling ξ is generated radiatively even if it is zero at some scale, and
therefore it should be included unless it is assumed to be so small that its effect is negligible. Since
we only consider potentials that vanish at φ = 0, the term ξ φ2R does not contribute to the actual
Planck mass squared today, which is just m2P = 8piM
2
P . This coupling between φ and R can be
recast into a non-canonical kinetic term for the scalar field by performing a Weyl transformation
of the metric:
g˜µν(x) = Ω
2[φ(x)] gµν(x) with Ω
2 = 1 +
ξφ2
M2P
. (3.2)
This leads to
S =
∫
d4x
√
−g˜
(
−M
2
P
2
R˜+
1
2
K(φ) g˜µν ∂
µφ∂νφ− V˜ (φ)
)
, (3.3)
where
K =
1
Ω2
+
3M2P
2
(
d log Ω2
dφ
)2
and V˜ =
V
Ω4
. (3.4)
The kinetic term of the scalar field can be canonically normalized with the following field redefini-
tion:
Ω2
dχ
dφ
=
√
Ω2 +
3M2P
2
(
dΩ2
dφ
)2
. (3.5)
In terms of the new field, χ(φ), and defining
U(χ) = V˜ (φ(χ)) , (3.6)
the action reads
S =
∫
d4x
√
−g˜
(
−M
2
P
2
R˜+
1
2
g˜µν ∂
µχ∂νχ− U(χ)
)
. (3.7)
This is the form of the action that we will use in later sections of the paper to compute the
inflationary dynamics and the formation of PBHs from the potentials (1.3) and (1.4).
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3.1 The dynamics of the inflaton as a function of the number of e-folds
The evolution of the field χ when g˜µν is chosen to be a flat FLRW metric can be conveniently
described in terms of the number of e-folds elapsed from an initial (cosmic) time ti, which is
defined as the integral
Ne(t) =
∫ t
ti
H(t′)dt′ . (3.8)
Concretely, χ(Ne) obeys the following differential equation [55],
d2χ
dN2e
+ 3
dχ
dNe
− 1
2M2P
(
dχ
dNe
)3
+
(
3M2P −
1
2
(
dχ
dNe
)2) d logU
dχ
= 0 , (3.9)
where
√
2U = MP (d logU/dχ) encodes the effect of the shape of the potential on the trajectory
of the field. We remark that the equation (3.9) is exact; being, in particular, free from the slow-roll
approximation. This equation can be solved numerically for any smooth U and it allows a precise
determination of the number of e-folds between some ti and the end of inflation; which happens
when the condition H = 1 is satisfied, where
H =
1
2M2P
(
dχ
dNe
)2
. (3.10)
3.2 Slow-roll approximation
We consider potentials that are flat enough to guarantee the application of the slow-roll approx-
imation for the computation of the spectrum of primordial perturbations at CMB scales. In this
limit, the scalar and tensor spectra at those scales can be accurately expressed as:
PR(k) = As
(
k
k∗
)ns−1+α2 ln kk∗+···
, Pt(k) = At
(
k
k∗
)nt+···
, (3.11)
where the parameters ns, α ≡ dns/d ln k, etc. are implicitly evaluated at a fiducial scale k∗, for
instance k∗ = k0.05 ≡ 0.05Mpc−1. At leading order in the slow-roll expansion, these parameters
are simple functions of the inflationary potential U and its derivatives with respect to χ, which we
denote with primes:
ns ' 1 + 2 ηU − 6 U , α ' −2 ξU + 16 U ηU − 24 2U , As = PR(k∗) '
U
24pi2U M4P
(3.12)
and
At ' rAs ' 16U As , nt ' −r
8
, (3.13)
where
U =
M2P
2
(
U ′
U
)2
, ηU = M
2
P
U ′′
U
, ξU = M
4
P
U ′U ′′′
U2
. (3.14)
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A more accurate and precise determination of the scalar power spectrum is obtained using the
expression [56]:
PR ' 1
8pi2M2P
H2
H
, (3.15)
where the Hubble function squared can be computed (via Friedmann’s equation) as
H2 =
U
(3− H)M2P
. (3.16)
In the limit in which H  3, we have from the last expression that U ' 3M2P H2. If, in addition,
the condition |ηH |  3 is also satisfied, where
ηH = H − 1
2
d log H
dNe
, (3.17)
then the slow-roll attractor
dχ
dNe
' −
√
2U U
3H2
' −MP
√
2U (3.18)
is a good approximation, which also implies that H ' U and, therefore
PR ' V
24pi2U M4P
, (3.19)
in agreement with the expression for As given in (3.12). The equation (3.15) expresses the power
spectrum of primordial fluctuations as a function of the classical inflaton’s trajectory, which is
governed by the equation (3.9). On the other hand, the approximation (3.19) to the more accurate
expression (3.15) is a function of the inflaton’s value alone, and, as we have explained, it implicitly
assumes that the trajectory satisfies the slow-roll approximation H  3 and |ηH |  3. Indeed,
the slow-roll parameters can also be written as
H =
χ˙2
2M2PH
2
, ηH = − χ¨
Hχ˙
, (3.20)
where the dots indicate derivatives with respect to cosmic time. In this way, it is straightforward
to see that the previous two conditions (H  3 and |ηH |  3) guarantee, respectively, that the
first terms of the Friedman and inflaton evolution equations:
χ˙2
2
+ U − 3M2PH2 = 0 , χ¨+ 3Hχ˙+ U ′ = 0 . (3.21)
are negligible, which is precisely the definition of the slow-roll approximation to the inflaton’s
dynamics. For more details on this approximation and the relation between the potential and the
Hubble slow-roll parameters we point the reader to reference [57] and the appendix of [55].
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3.3 Mukhanov-Sasaki formalism
In order to compute reliably the mass and abundance of PBHs as well as the duration of inflation,
it is necessary to describe accurately the dynamics of the inflaton around the (possibly deformed)
inflection point of the potential, which corresponds to distance scales much smaller than those
of the CMB. It turns out that the (simplest) approximation, equation (3.19), can fail badly in
that region. The inaccuracy of (3.19) can be easily understood by considering an exact inflection
point. In that case, (3.19) diverges when U = 0, although the actual power spectrum remains
finite, thanks to the non-vanishing velocity of the field. Similarly, computing the number of e-folds
with the usual approximation consisting in integrating 1/
√
U over a range of field values leads
to a substantial error if the potential has an (either approximate or exact) inflection point. The
impossibility of using (3.19) for describing PBH formation from a very flat inflationary potential
has also been recently pointed out in [58] and [54].
In addition, the authors of [54] have also shown (using several toy models) that the application
of the approximation (3.15) –although performing better than (3.19)– may also lead to a wrong
estimate of the mass of the PBHs. The same issue was discussed as well about ten years ago in [59],
which suggested –also in the context of PBH formation from inflation– that the approximation
(3.15) can render well the shape of the peak of the primordial power spectrum provided that the
function H(Ne) does does not grow well above unity. We will show that even if H < 1, the
approximation (3.19) fails if ηH becomes larger than 3, breaking the slow-roll approximation.
In such a situation, an exact calculation of the primordial spectrum using the Mukhanov-Sasaki
formalism [43,44] must be done. For the near-inflection points that we consider, this turns out to
be the case, as it can be checked numerically. The Mukhanov-Sasaki equation is
d2uk
dτ2
+
(
k2 − 1
z
d2z
dτ2
)
uk = 0 , (3.22)
where τ denotes conformal time (a dτ = dt) and
u = −zR , z = aH
dφ
dτ
, (3.23)
being R the comoving curvature perturbation, whose spectrum we are interested in. For scales
k  H = aH, the function u is assumed, as usual, to be in the Bunch-Davies vacuum, so that its
Fourier transform uk satisfies
uk → e
−i k τ
√
2k
(3.24)
in the asymptotic past. During inflation, uk evolves in time according to (3.22). After Hubble
crossing (i.e. at the time when k = H), each mode uk starts approaching a constant value, which
can be found solving (3.22) until k is sufficiently smaller than H. The primordial power spectrum
for R can then be obtained as
PR = k
3
2pi2
∣∣∣uk
z
∣∣∣2
kH
. (3.25)
The equation (3.22) can be written using Ne as time variable:
d2 uk
dN2e
+ (1− H)d uk
dNe
+
[
k2
H2 + (1 + H − ηH)(ηH − 2)−
d(H − ηH)
dNe
]
uk = 0 . (3.26)
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For numerical purposes it is convenient to solve separately for the real and imaginary parts of each
mode uk, in conjunction with the background field equation (3.9).7 The initial conditions for (3.26)
are then set from (3.24) as follows:
Re(uk) =
1√
2k
, Im(uk) = 0 , Re
(
duk
dNe
)
= 0 , Im
(
duk
dNe
)
= −
√
k√
2 ki
, (3.27)
where the scale ki is chosen for each k in such a way that ki  k, so that the integration for
each mode is started at a value of Ne corresponding to H = ki. In practice, it is sufficient to
choose ki a hundredth or a thousandth times smaller than the wavenumber of the mode of interest.
Then, each mode has to be evolved sufficiently long, until |uk/z| reaches a constant value, were
(3.25) is evaluated. The properly normalized primordial spectrum can conveniently be obtained
knowing its amplitude at some scale (such as k0.05) and using that the ratio PR(k)/(k3|uk|2) is,
by construction, independent of k.
4 Numerical search strategy
The connection between the number of e-folds Ne and the comoving distance scale k, is established,
as we have explained, through the Hubble crossing condition k = aH = H, which implies that
Ne ∝ log(k/H). Concretely, we write
k = k∗
H(Ne)
H∗
eNe−N
∗
e , (4.1)
where we link the fiducial scale, k∗ of (3.11), to the time t∗(N∗e ) for which H takes the value H∗.
In other words, the number of e-folds elapsed between the times at which k = H and k∗ = H∗
is ∆N∗e = Ne − N∗e . In our numerical scans of the potentials (1.3) and (1.4) we set the “initial”
value χ∗ of the inflaton (that corresponds to N∗e ) in such a way that the scalar spectral index,
ns, in the slow-roll approximation, equation (3.12), satisfies its CMB constraint (at k∗) within a
∼ 3σ confidence interval. We then solve the equation (3.9) imposing the slow-roll attractor (3.18)
as initial condition for the velocity dχ/dNe at N∗e and determine the number of e-folds produced
until the end of inflation via the condition H = 1. We also compute the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r,
and the running of the scalar spectral index, α, at k∗ –using the slow-roll expressions (3.12) and
(3.13)– and we check that they remain compatible as well with the CMB constraints for a suffi-
cient number of e-folds. This is generically guaranteed if the variation of the first three slow-roll
parameters (which are needed to obtain ns, r and α) is sufficiently slow for several e-folds around
N∗e . We also check the validity of the slow-roll approximation at the scales probed by the CMB
using the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation. Integrating the evolution equation for the inflaton beyond
H = 1, we get the number of e-folds that it takes the field to arrive to the minimum of its potential
at χ = 0. This also allows to include in the analysis cases for which there is a temporary stop of
inflation (while H > 1). After having obtained χ as a (numerical) function of Ne, we can compute
the power spectrum of primordial perturbations as a function of this trajectory using (3.15), and
then convert the result to a function of k via (4.1). Then, as we already mentioned, we also solve
the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation as explained in the previous section and compare the resulting pri-
mordial spectrum to the approximation (3.15).
7The equation (3.26) involves the third and second derivatives of the inflaton χ with respect to Ne, but they can
be eliminated using (3.9) and its first derivative.
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We look for potentials that satisfy the following requirements:
i) Compatibility with the current CMB constraints on the primordial spectra.
The 2015 Planck analysis on inflationary parameters [60] indicates that the scalar spectral
index at the scale k0.05 = 0.05 Mpc−1 is about 0.965 with a (remarkably low) ∼ 0.5% error
at 68% C.L. The concrete central value and error depend on the specific correlations of the
channels (temperature, T , and E-mode polarization, E) that are considered, the datasets with
which Planck data are combined (e.g. baryonic acoustic oscillations) and the assumptions that
are made about the primordial power spectrum. For reference, in our work we take
ns = 0.9650± 0.0050 at k0.05 and 68% C.L. (4.2)
This value very closely agrees with the outcome of the fit allowing for a non-zero r, assuming
α = 0 and considering TT , EE and TE correlations together with low-` polarization data
[60]. As we will see, the models we consider tend to predict r ∼ 0.03 at k0.05, which is below
the upper bound (1.5), and values of α well compatible with the constraint
α = −0.009± 0.008 at k0.05 and 68% C.L. , (4.3)
which is also derived from the same data and assumptions mentioned above [60]. Finally, the
amplitude of the primordial perturbations, as constrained by the Planck collaboration, is
As = 2.2± 0.1× 10−9 at k0.05 and 68% C.L. . (4.4)
This condition can easily be satisfied choosing appropriately a global scaling factor in the
potentials (1.3) and (1.4); e.g. the parameter λ0 in the second case. Indeed, what really
matters of (4.4) for our purposes is not so much its precise value, but its order of magnitude
in comparison to that needed for generating PBHs, which we discuss below.
ii) A number of e-folds in the range ∼ 50 – 60, between the time that today’s largest observable
scales (k ∼ k0.001 = 10−4 Mpc−1) exited the Hubble radius and the time at which inflation
ended.
This amount of inflation is approximately what is needed to solve the horizon and flatness
problems of the Universe. The precise value depends on the scale of inflation, H (which
has not been measured yet), and the details of the reheating process, whose theoretical
computation requires knowing how the inflaton couples to other degrees of freedom. Typical
models cannot produce more than ∆N0.001e ∼ 65 e-folds between the time when k0.001 becomes
equal to aH during inflation and the end of the process [61, 62]. As explained above, we
determine the number of e-folds of inflation by integrating the equation (3.9) from an initial
value of the inflaton χ∗ for which the CMB constraints (at k∗ = k0.05) are met. The amount
of inflation produced between k0.001 and k0.05 is approximately log(0.05/0.001) ' 3.9 e-folds
and can be computed exactly (again, by integrating the dynamics of the inflaton) for each
model. Given this, we can look for models for which ∆N∗e = Ne −N∗ at the end of inflation
is approximately in the range
∆N∗e ∈∼ [45, 55] . (4.5)
In our results we quote the value of ∆N∗e as well as the total number of e-folds from the scale
k0.001 to the end of inflation, which we denote by ∆N0.001e .
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iii) A spike in the amplitude of scalar perturbations at a scale kPBH corresponding to PBH masses
in an interesting window for DM, and with a height of about seven orders of magnitude more
than the spectrum at CMB scales.
In particular, we anticipate that the models we propose generate PBHs in the approximate
mass range of
10−16.5M to 10−13M . (4.6)
As shown in figure 1 this is the range of masses for light PBHs that has the potential for
explaining a large amount of the DM abundance. If we neglect entirely the bounds from
neutron star capture in globular clusters (NS) and take the most conservative microlensing
analysis of Subaru data (HSC), we see that PBHs of ∼ 10−13M may explain the totality of
the DM. The window gets enlarged down to ∼ 10−14M if we also disregard the bound from
white dwarf explosions (WD). Taking ∼ 10−13M and using (2.3), we see that kPBH must
be around 5 × 1012 Mpc−1, which is many orders of magnitude smaller than any scale that
can be probed with large scale structure data of the Universe. Using (2.10) we see that this
corresponds to ∆N∗e ' 33.
Satisfying simultaneously the (mutually competing) conditions that we have just enumerated
cannot generically be done with a random potential with an inflection point –whether exact or
approximate– and requires a delicate balance between the parameters of the model. We have
found that a shallow local minimum instead of an exact inflection point helps to fulfill them. In
this situation, the classical rolling of the inflaton field can be considerably slowed down, before
overcoming the local maximum –that is also inevitably generated– and heading to the true mini-
mum of the potential at φ = 0. The slow velocity of the field when it climbs out of the minimum
boosts the power spectrum. This effect can be intuitively understood from equation (3.15), where
H is given by (3.10). Since H is approximately constant around the deformed inflection point,
the amplitude of the spectrum is controlled by the smallness and (as we will also see) the rate
of change of H .8 This kind of dynamics (using a local minimum) for producing PBHs has been
noticed also in [67], where the approximation (3.19) was used. However, we find that the boost
in the power spectrum can only be well captured –when it is large enough to form PBHs– by the
Mukhanov-Sasaki equation. We emphasize the relevance of an accurate calculation of the spec-
trum, due to the exponential dependence of the mass fraction on the fluctuations; see equations
(2.4)–(2.7).
In order to investigate the feasibility of PBH production from a local minimum, we have per-
formed numerical scans of the parameter spaces of the potentials (1.3) and (1.4), imposing the
existence of such a feature. One can then look for models where the velocity of the field around
the feature is sufficiently slow to generate a large peak of scalar perturbations, but such that the
field has enough slow-rolling inertia to overcome the barrier and avoid getting trapped in the min-
imum. Clearly, the field may generate a significant number of e-folds while climbing up the local
maximum. This amount of inflation must be such that the scale kPBH falls in an adequate range
to generate PBHs of the appropriate mass to satisfy the bounds described above; see figure 1. For
the two kinds of potentials that we consider we have found a strong correlation between ns and
the position and the height of the peak of the power spectrum; and, correspondingly, the mass and
8The regime in which the slope of the potential becomes negligible in comparison to the acceleration of the field
is sometimes called “ultra slow-roll”, see e.g. [63–66].
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Figure 3. Inflationary potential U(χ) for the first example of Tables 1 and 2. The inset shows the
derivative of the potential between χ = 0 to the region around χ = MP where PBHs are produced. The
number of e-folds that occur in this region is of O(10). The potential realizes the qualitative properties we
described with figure 2.
abundance of PBHs. Namely, the models which comply with the requirements listed above tend
to have ns below the currently measured central value of (4.2).
5 Primordial black holes from a radiative plateau
We will focus first on the potential (1.4), which we can rewrite, neglecting higher order terms in
the logarithm expansion, as
V (φ) =
λ0
4!
(
1− 2(1 + b1) log φ
2
φ20
+ 2(1 + b2)
(
log
φ2
φ20
)2)
φ4 . (5.1)
With this notation, if b1 = b2 = 0, the potential (5.1) has an exact inflection point at φ = φ0.
Hence, the parameters b1 and b2 characterize the level of deformation of the plateau that will lead to
PBH formation. As explained in [38], the functional form of the potential (5.1) can be understood
by considering a renormalizable potential in the limit of a large field φ, where the corresponding
quartic term dominates. The (logarithmic) effect of loop corrections to the potential can then be
encoded in an effective quartic coupling λ(φ), leading to a potential λ(φ)φ4 as in (5.1). These
logarithmic corrections are motivated by the fact that the inflaton needs to couple to other fields
(and ultimately to the Standard Model) in order to reheat the universe after inflation [38]. The
expression (5.1) thus originates from the general Coleman-Weinberg effective potential [68] and can
be obtained setting the renormalization scale, µ, to be proportional to either φ0 or φ, with both
choices leading in the end to the same functional form. The second choice shows straightforwardly
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that the parameters b1 and b2 are directly related to the beta function βλ of the effective quartic
coupling λ and its first derivative at φ = φ0 [38]. Concretely,
b1 = −1− 1
4
βλ
λ
∣∣∣∣
φ=φ0
, b2 = −1 + 1
16λ
dβλ
d logµ
∣∣∣∣
φ=φ0
, (5.2)
where βλ = dλ/d logµ. Therefore, an inflection point can only become manifest once two-loop
effects are taken into account, since d βλ/d logµ is of order two in the loop expansion.
Using the one-loop renormalization group (RG) improvement of the tree-level potential, it is
possible to determine the minimal matter content that is needed to generate a potential of the form
(5.1) with an inflection point.9 It turns out that coupling a scalar φ to fermions and to another
scalar (weakly coupled to the fermions) or to a U(1) gauge group is sufficient [38]. A well-known
(but non-minimal) example of this is the Standard Model of particle physics, which would exhibit
an inflection point at large Higgs values if the mass of this boson and the top quark were in an
appropriate ratio, which is actually not too far from the actual current experimental values.
For the purpose of analyzing the viability of (5.1) for generating PBHs of an adequate mass for
being a substantial part of the DM, we will consider the parameters λ0, b1, b2 and φ0 as constants.
They can be approximately matched to the parameters of specific particle physics models such as
the ones proposed in [38] by using the one-loop effective potential and the one-loop RG equations,
together with the conditions (5.2). Such an analysis shows that the perturbative behaviour of the
outcoming models is well under control.
For b1 6= −1 6= b2, a potential with the qualitative features shown in figure 2 can only be
obtained provided that the non-minimal coupling to gravity, ξ, of equation (3.1) produces an
appropriate flattening in the Einstein frame. This is indeed possible due to the running of ξ, whose
renormalization group equation is, as it is well-known, proportional to ξ + 1/6; vanishing in the
conformal case, see [69]. At one-loop order, we can parametrize this running with
ξ(φ) = ξ0
(
1 + b3 log
φ2
φ20
)
, (5.3)
in the same fashion as for the effective quartic coupling λ(φ). In the large field limit, the effective
potential in the Einstein frame approaches asymptotically the constant value
V˜ (φ→∞) = λ0
12
1 + b2
b23 ξ
2
0
M4P , (5.4)
generating an inflationary plateau. Therefore, the radiative corrections to a simple renormaliz-
able potential non-minimally coupled to gravity may in principle be sufficient to generate both
primordial inflation and PBHs accounting for the DM of the Universe.
Following the strategy outlined in Section 4, we have found choices of parameters that give
inflationary potentials approaching the three requirements listed in that section: compatibility
with the CMB, enough inflation and PBHs in the low-mass window for DM. We give two examples
of parameter choices in table 1. The corresponding derived cosmological parameters and the PBHs
mass and abundance for these examples are given in table 2. These examples fall into the low-
mass window anticipated in (4.6). In fact, all the viable examples that we have found belong in
this window. In particular, we have not found any choice of parameters that gives a substantial
9This technique resums the leading logarithms at all loop orders [68], therefore accounting for the main contri-
bution to the two-loop order term in (5.1).
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Figure 4. Blue-continuous line: primordial power spectrum as a function of the number of e-folds and
the comoving wavenumber for the potential of Figure 3, computed using the Mukhanov-Sasaki formalim.
The black-dotted and the red-dashed curves are the approximations (3.15) and (3.19), respectively. In this
figure the number of e-folds, ∆N∗e , is set to zero at k∗ = 0.05 Mpc−1 and the spectrum is cut approximately
where inflation ends, at ∆N∗e = 43.5.
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Figure 5. Slow-roll parameters H (orange) and ηH (purple) as functions of the number of e-folds (with
the same convention as in Figure 4) for the potential of Figure 3. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the
values 1 and 3. The inset zooms into the relevant range of e-folds for PBH formation, where the slow-roll
approximation fails.
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abundance of PBHs in the mass regions constrained by EROS and the CMB (see figure 1) and that
is also in agreement with the constraints on ns, r and the number of e-folds. Producing a large
abundance of PBHs with such masses would require the inflationary plateau and the approximate
inflection point (see figure 2) to be closer to each other than in the case of the examples of tables 1
and 2; but the separation between φ∗ and φ0 cannot be arbitrarily small; see also equation (2.10).
As we already mentioned in Section 4, the examples of the tables have low values of ns, but still
within ∼ 3σ from the central value of (4.2). For reasons of computational feasibility we have had
to use the approximation (3.15) as a proxy in a preliminary parameter scan which allowed us to
identify potential regions of interest. Therefore, we cannot entirely exclude the possibility that
viable examples with higher values of ns could be found if a more efficient search (e.g. with a
Monte Carlo method) using directly the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation is performed.
Figure 3 shows the potential U(χ) for the first example in tables 1 and 2. The corresponding
spectrum of scalar primordial perturbations and the Hubble slow-roll parameters are displayed in
figures 4 and 5, on page 18. The potential has an asymptotic plateau, where inflation starts, and
a local shallow minimum at lower field values. This feature produces a very large enhancement
of the power spectrum at about 35 e-folds, when the inflaton rolls slowly climbing out of the
local minimum towards the local maximum. As shown in figure 4, although the approximations
(3.15) and (3.19) can reproduce to some extent the qualitative behaviour of the actual spectrum
computed with the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation, none of them can be used to obtain the peak height
and position, which are needed to get the PBH abundance and mass. Notice that the spikes on the
spectrum from (3.19) are unphysical divergences appearing where U ′(χ) = 0, whereas the dip in
the actual solution (with the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation) at around 27 e-folds is actually a smooth
feature.
The reason for the failure of the approximation (3.15), which underestimates the peak value
of the spectrum, is illustrated with figure 5. The absolute value of ηH rises above 3 around
the region where PBHs form, meaning that the slow-roll approximation leading to (3.15) does
not work, due to the second time derivative of χ becoming non-negligible. Notice also that H
remains below 1 up until the end of inflation, so that there is no temporary stop of the accelerated
expansion of the Universe. However, H does become close to 1 (H ' 0.8) at around 33.4 e-
folds, just before becoming nine orders of magnitude smaller. This behaviour is due to the strong
slowdown of the inflaton when it rolls away from the local minimum of the potential. It is this
enhanced slow-roll which produces PBHs with a mass peak given by the expression (1.1) at the
scale k(Ne ' 35) ' 1014 Mpc−1, see table 2 and figure 1.
It is worth stressing that the PBH abundance has an exponential dependence on the critical
threshold density for collapse δc. As shown in table 2, the examples we provide can account
for a significant fraction of the DM abundance for choices of δc close to the values suggested
in [16,50–53], i.e. δc ' 0.45. There is still a deal of theoretical uncertainty on the actual value of δc
that is needed for a collapse leading to PBH formation, and this can actually depend on the shape
of the primordial power spectrum. We have chosen values of δc which lead to PBH abundances
that nearly top the maxima allowed by current constraints. This is shown in figure 1, where we
have plotted the resulting (rather monochromatic) distributions for our numerical examples.
As discussed in section 2, the PBH abundance also depends sensitively on the shape and height
of PR through equations (2.4) and (2.5). This, by itself, implies that some level of fine-tuning is
always going to be required for PBH production with the adequate cosmological density to account
for (at least a significant part of) the DM. In the context of our model, the peak of the spectrum
is determined by the velocity and acceleration of the inflaton while the PBHs are generated. This
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# λ0 φ0 ξ0 b1 b2 b3
1 6.9× 10−10 1.57353 0.21674 −1.199376 0.022616 0.83335
2 2.2× 10−6 0.236027 6.32365 −0.842689 −0.249409 1.69240
Table 1. Two examples of parameter choices for the potential of Section 5.
# φ∗ ∆N∗e ∆N0.001e ns r α PRpeak MpeakPBHs/M δc ΩPBH/ΩDM
1 12.30539 43.5 47.4 0.9531 0.036 −0.0016 0.048 8.3× 10−15 0.51 0.039
2 1.494802 53.9 57.8 0.9503 0.027 −0.0018 0.042 6.8× 10−15 0.47 0.832
Table 2. Results for the two examples of table 1. φ∗ is the value of φ corresponding to k∗ = 0.05Mpc−1,
at which the primordial parameters are given. ∆N∗e and ∆N0.001e are the numbers of e-folds from k∗ and
k0.001, respectively, to the end of inflation. We also give the peak value of the primordial spectrum, the mass
of the corresponding PBHs and their fractional abundance, computed assuming the threshold δc. We recall
that the PBH abundance is very sensitive to the value of δc. For instance, in the first example, decreasing
δc by two percent corresponds to a factor of five enhancement of ΩPBH . Indeed, barring the constraints of
Figure 1, both examples allow ΩPBH/ΩDM = 1.
translates into a strong sensitivity of the PBH abundance on the local properties of the deformed
plateau, which is controlled by the parameters b1 and b2. In practice, one can easily check that
given some value for b1, the parameter b2 determines the peak height. We would like to stress,
though, that this sensitivity of the PBH abundance to the parameters of the Lagrangian is by
no means a specific characteristic of our model, and is to be expect in any model of inflation
–single-field or not– aimed to describe PBH production, because it boils down to equations (2.4)
and (2.5).
A second (and much lesser) possible source of tuning comes (a priori) from the simple fact
that among the vast range of masses in between the limits set by the Hawking radiation and the
CMB, some values are much more constrained than others, see figure 1. In order for the PBHs to
have masses in the low-mass window that we have discussed, the peak in the primordial spectrum
has to be localized at specific scales, which means that the deformed plateau has to be reached
by the inflation within a certain range of e-folds since the largest observable scales exited the
Hubble radius. For instance, the plateau responsible for PBH formation cannot be too close to
the asymptotic inflationary plateau that starts at larger field values, because if it were the PBHs
would turn out to be too massive. Notably, both of the models we propose generically tend to
generate PBHs in an interesting mass range once we impose sufficient e-folds to solve the horizon
and flatness problems.
We would like to conclude this section by mentioning reference [42], which considers an action
for a scalar field that can be formally obtained from ours by setting b1 = −1, inspired from [70,71].
This choice amounts to eliminating the one-loop correction to the effective quartic coupling at a
specific scale; see (5.2). When a near-inflection point is arranged in this case (by choosing b3 appro-
priately), the remarks that we have made concerning the invalidity of the slow-roll approximations
for computing the primordial spectrum remain valid.
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6 Primordial black holes from a polynomial potential
Here we focus on the potential of Equation (1.3): V (φ) = a2 φ2 + a3 φ3 + a4 φ4. As already
mentioned, a non-minimal coupling to gravity, ξ, is necessary in order to flatten the potential
at field values larger than the approximate inflection point, to obtain an inflationary scenario
compatible with CMB observations and at the same time with the production of PBHs. It is
convenient to write the Einstein frame potential V˜ (φ) of equation (3.4) as follows:
V˜ (φ) =
λ
4!
(
1 + ξ φ2/M2P
)2 [(3 + ξ φ20M2P
)
2(1 + c2)
φ20
φ2
− 8(1 + c3)φ0
φ
+ 3 + ξ2
φ40
M4P
]
, (6.1)
so that it has an exact inflection point at φ = φ0 if c2 = c3 = 0. With this potential, the examples
we have found that produce a sufficient number of e-folds and a large PBH abundance in the low-
mass window have low values of ns, more than 3σ away from the current central value, given in
equation (4.2). We remind that instead with the potential of equation (1.4) we have found models
with low values of ns but still inside the 3σ uncertainty range (and we give one in the table which
is ∼ 2σ away from the central value). Imposing the requirements from CMB observations within
a 3σ range, we have only found models with an amplitude of the power spectrum  10−2. This
means that in these cases the abundance of the resulting PBHs populations is extremely small,
unless the threshold for collapse is significantly different from δc = 0.45. As an example, if the peak
in the power spectrum of figure 4 were Ps ' 10−3 and δc ' 0.073, PBHs would account for ' 8%
of the total DM abundance. Such low values of δc are disfavored [16,50–53].
The potential (6.1) as a function of the Jordan frame field φ, has the same functional form as
the toy model presented in [41]. However, the two models are fundamentally different because in
our case the potential (6.1) originates from the non-minimal coupling to gravity
√−g φ2R and the
dynamics has to be described using U(χ) = V˜ (φ(χ)) with the Einstein frame field χ(φ), as we
explained in Section 3. In reference [41] it is instead assumed that φ (and not χ) is the Einstein
frame inflaton. In other words: the change of frame needed to explain the ratio of polynomials in
(6.1) is not implemented in the analysis of [41]. Notice that the field redefinition from φ to χ does
change the shape of the actual inflationary potential and therefore the model of [41] cannot be
considered a proxy to the dynamics of (1.3) with non-minimal coupling to R. Our work also goes
beyond [41] because whereas we apply the Mukhanov-Sasaki formalism to compute the primordial
spectrum, reference [41] uses the approximation (3.15). As we have discussed, this approximation
may fail to reproduce the actual spectrum, depending on the behaviour of the slow-roll parameters.
However, we have checked that both (3.15) and (3.19) reproduce sufficiently well the peak height
of the spectrum in the specific numerical example of the toy model of [41]. In that case, H < 0.1
and |ηH | remains just below 3 around the near-inflection point. This leads to a lower and broader
peak than in our models, with PR(1014 Mpc−1) ' 8× 10−5. A value of the threshold for collapse
δc about an order of magnitude lower than the preferred one –which is δc ' 0.45 [50–53]– would
be needed to produced a large population of PBHs from such a peak.
It is also worth mentioning reference [67], which studies PBH formation from a set-up similar to
the one that we have discussed in this section. However, the quartic self-coupling of the inflation, λ,
in [67] contains a field-dependent piece of the form θ(χ−M) log(χ/M), whereM is a constant that
is meant to represent the effect of a cubic coupling between the inflaton and another scalar. The
motivation in [67] to introduce this term is the claim of the authors that it helps to fit the CMB data.
They compute the primordial spectrum separately above and below the threshold χ = M , using
the approximation (3.15). However, this extra term introduces a violation of slow-roll (close to
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the critical region for PBH formation) that cannot be described with that approximation. Besides,
the introduction of such an a abrupt change in λ to describe a coupling between the inflaton and
another field may be questioned. In the presence of such a coupling one can instead compute
the full Coleman-Weinberg effective potential, and if the effect of the second field is indeed very
important, the dynamics of the system is likely to be better described as a two-field model.
7 Discussion and conclusions
In this work we have investigated the possibility that PBHs may constitute a substantial part of
the DM of the Universe. In order to take seriously this idea, a mechanism operating before the
time of nucleosynthesis that is able to generate a large abundance of PBHs with adequate masses
is required. In absence of a concrete and consistent mechanism for PBH formation, the idea of
such objects constituting a large fraction of the DM could be argued to lack a well-grounded basis.
This has been our main motivation in this paper to look for such a mechanism. PBHs can form
when the comoving wavenumber of sufficiently large density fluctuations becomes comparable to
the conformal Hubble scale after inflation. Within this general framework, the simplest possibility
is that the inflaton itself generates primordial fluctuations that act as seeds for PBHs. We have
taken on the challenge of finding a single-field model of inflation with the appropriate properties
and that is well-motivated from the point of view of particle physics. Much of the difficulty to
achieve this comes from the fact that the primordial power spectrum has to be enhanced at specific
small distances (k ∼ 1014 Mpc−1 for the low-mass window) by roughly seven orders of magnitude
with respect to CMB scales. In what follows we summarize our findings, commenting on the main
features of our work and mentioning a couple of directions in which it may be extended.
• Models.
The two key features of the models we have considered are a potential with an approximate
plateau and a generic
√−g φ2R coupling between the inflaton and the Ricci scalar.
The first model we have proposed consists in a simple quartic potential that develops a near-
plateau region due to radiative corrections, equation (1.4). This type of potential arises in the
context of renormalizable and perturbative particle physics models [38]. The couplings of the
inflaton to other fields that correct the tree-level potential are motivated by the requirement
of reheating the Universe after inflation.
The second model that we have studied is, again, a renormalizable potential, equation (1.3).
In this case, differently from the previous one, the cubic and quadratic terms become com-
parable to the quartic term before inflation ends, generating the feature that leads to PBH
formation.
In both cases, the non-minimal coupling to R softens the approximately quartic growth of the
potentials at large field values, reducing the amount of primordial GW at CMB scales and
thus ensuring compatibility with current constraints on the tensor-to-scalar ratio. Whereas
the non-minimal coupling parameter can be assumed to be a constant in the second model,
it has to have a non-negligible running (which is anyway generic) in the case of the first
potential. It is worth mentioning that the values of the non-minimal coupling that lead to
interesting PBH masses are of order 1 or smaller, which aids to ensure that perturbative
unitarity is preserved up to very high energies, see [72–75].
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• Results.
We have demonstrated that the first of the models we propose, based on the potential (1.4),
allows successful inflation and a population of PBHs which can account for a significant
fraction of the DM. The resulting PBH mass spectrum is almost monochromatic, notably,
peaking around 10−16 − 10−15M, in the neighbourhood of a mass range where some of
the current constraints on PBHs are arguably less robust and PBHs might be all the dark
matter of the Universe. Both models exhibit a tendency to produce low values of the scalar
spectral index at CMB scales, ns, with the highest values typically corresponding to lower
PBH masses. In particular, in the second model requiring a sufficient population of PHBs to
account for a large DM fraction in the low-mass window seems to imply values of ns which
differ by more than 3σ with respect to the currently measured central value (4.2).
Investigating how to reduce this discrepancy with variants of our models is worth of further
study. In this respect, let us mention that the CMB constraints that we have quoted so far
on ns change, shifting its central value about . 1σ, once the sum of the neutrino masses
is included as another cosmological parameter of the base cosmological model [76]. The
parameter scan that we have performed is not exhaustive and therefore we cannot exclude
with absolute certainty that the models may hide examples contradicting the general trend
on ns that we have observed. Interestingly, both models give values of the tensor-to-scalar
ratio around 0.03, within the planned reach of future experiments such as CMB-S4 [77] and
LiteBird [78]. The values of the running of the spectral index in our examples might also be
tested with the next generation of probes.
• Slow-roll.
We have shown that an accurate computation of the primordial spectrum leading to PBH
formation requires the use of the Mukhanov-Sasaki formalism. The application of the stan-
dard approximations based on the potential (3.19) and Hubble (3.15) slow-roll parameters
can lead to severely wrong estimates of the PBH mass and abundance (by several orders of
magnitude). Concretely, the best of these two approximations, equation (3.15), fails because
it neglects the effect of the acceleration of the inflaton and its variation, which are encoded
in ηH and the derivative of H − ηH in equation (3.26). This conclusion applies as well to
other models of inflation leading to PBH formation from a very slow phase of rolling, as it is
also pointed out in [54].
• Parameter sensitivity.
The abundance of PBHs depends critically on the threshold for collapse and the primordial
spectrum peak height. The threshold for collapse is not known precisely and we have taken
values close to δc = 0.45, as suggested by recent analyses [16, 50–53]. In our models, the
height of the primordial spectrum is determined by the level of deformation of the plateau
that is responsible for PBH generation. Due to this, the PBH abundance at the time of
formation is strongly sensitive to the parameters that control the depth of the (shallow)
local minimum of the potential.10 This sensitivity is also necessarily present in any other
inflationary implementation of PBH formation. Indeed, the generic mechanism for PBH
formation summarized in Section 2 (of large fluctuations collapsing upon Hubble crossing)
10Notice that in our examples we can approximately compensate a change in δc with a modification of the
parameters of the potential, keeping the same PBH abundance.
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implies that the PBH abundance in any model of inflation aiming to implement such process
will have a strong parameter dependence. Remarkably, in our case the the PBHs masses turn
to be in an interesting region for explaining DM –the low-mass window– once a sufficient
amount of inflation for solving the horizon and flatness problems is imposed.
• Current bounds on PBH as DM.
Although a detailed discussion is outside the scope of our work, we would like to stress the
importance of further observational and theoretical studies to clarify which are the possible
windows where, given the current and possible future data, PBHs may be relevant as a
DM candidate. At the PBH low-mass end (limited by Hawking evaporation) the available
constraints on the literature come from: Subaru microlensing [21], hypothetical encounters
between PBHs and neutron stars in globular clusters [20] or white dwarfs [19] and lensing
of gamma-ray bursts by PBHs [18]. Some of these constraints are subject to significant
uncertainties. As we mentioned in the Introduction, taking the most conservative limits from
Subaru and neglecting entirely the bounds from neutron star capture, the totally of the DM
may be accounted for PBHs with masses in the range that the models we propose are able
to produce.
Let us finally mention two directions along which it would be interesting to extend our work:
• GW background from PBH formation and merging.
We can also use the Mukhanov-Sasaki formalism to obtain the primordial tensor spectrum
at linear order in perturbations, solving an equation similar to (3.26) with initial conditions
identical to (3.27). This shows a suppression of the tensor spectrum at the scales of PBH
formation with respect to the slow-roll approximations. More importantly, the large scalar
fluctuations responsible for PBH formation source a sizable GW spectrum from second order
perturbations, which may be potentially observable with laser interferometers, see e.g. [79,80].
Moreover, extra GWs are generated if PBHs encounter and merge, leading to heavier BHs
and thus changing their mass distribution.The spectrum of GW from these last two effects
may lead to interesting constraints on our mechanism for PBH formation.
• Quantum fluctuations in quasi-De Sitter space.
Our analysis for the dynamics of inflation has been focused on the classical trajectory of the
field, derived from the action (3.7). One might wonder whether quantum fluctuations induced
during inflation11 may play a significant role in the dynamics,12 especially in the vicinity of
the local minimum that generates the PBHs, since in this region the field undergoes a phase
of strong deceleration. Quite generically, the quantum fluctuations of the inflaton are of
the order of H/2pi and they do not significantly alter the classical trajectory provided that
χ˙/H  H/(2pi). This condition is equivalent to PR  1, which is always satisfied provided
that PBHs are not overproduced, as required for consistency. Nevertheless, it may be worth
exploring in some detail the role of these quantum fluctuations during inflation around the
shallow minimum, since they may have interesting effects like, for instance, broadening the
mass function of PBHs.
11We do not refer here to the quantum corrections that shape the potential 1.4, but to those due to the field being
in a near-de Sitter space during inflation.
12See e.g. [81], although that formalism is not directly applicable in our case.
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